
NVCWDA TWO STEP LESSON – December 2, 2017 
Taught by Linda Bloyer 

Reviewed Basic Quick Quick Slow Slow steps, timing, & frame. 

Sequence: 
CLOSED:  Start in CLOSED dance position. 

1. PROMENADE:  On 2nd Slow, move the lady off to the right to PROMENADE position (they 
each face diagonally forward). 

2. HIS TURN:  On Quick Quick Slow, he moves across in front of her, releasing his right 
hand on 2nd Quick.  On 2nd Slow and 1st Quick he turns to his RIGHT under his LEFT arm 
to end facing her.  While he does that, she just moves straight forward.   

3. SKATER:  On 2nd Quick, 1st Slow, 2nd Slow, he moves slightly to the outside of her 
(facing her), moves her hand from his left hand to his right hand, lowering it until her 
arm is straight, and moves around behind her, allowing her to fold her right arm 
behind her back in SKATER position.  At the same time, she continues to move 
forward. 

4. CROSSED HANDS:  On 1st Slow, he preps her to the left (towards him and the center of 
the circle).   On 2nd Slow and 1st Quick, he leads her to turn to her right (away from 
him toward the outside of the circle) without releasing the hands.  When she again 
faces forward they are in CROSSED HANDS position with the left hands above the right 
hands. 

5. HE SLIDES OVER:  On 2nd Slow, he stiffens his right arm in front of her to let her know 
to shorten steps a bit.  On 1s Quick he begins to move across in front of her.  As he 
does so, he goes under his left arm and then uses that arm to lead her to move to her 
left.   They end with him in SKATER position on her right (he’s on the outside of the 
circle). 

6. HER DOUBLE TURN TO CAPE:  On 1st Slow, he preps her to the left with his left hand.  
On 2nd Slow, he starts leading her to turn to her right (towards him and the outside of 
the circle).  He continues leading that turn until she has turned twice (2nd Slow, 1st 
Quick, 2nd Quick, 1st Slow).  As she turns, he moves to his left so she ends in CAPE 
position on his right (outside of the circle).   

7. CAPE TO CLOSED:  On 2nd Slow, he preps her to the right.  On 1st Quick, he uses his 
right hand to lead her to turn to her left.  As she turns on 1st Quick, 2nd Quick, and 1st 
Slow, he changes from his right to his left hand, catching her in CLOSED position where 
the sequence began. 

I put spaces in for ease of reading and a slight separation of moves.  However items 1-3 are 
actually continuous motion. 

Items 4, 5, 6, & 7 may each be held with basic steps done before doing the next section.


